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Engaging Civil society in Low Carbon scenarios
European FP7 research project – cooperation between NGOs and research institutes

1. Creation of a European network on energy scenarios composed by Civil Society Organisations and research institutes
   www.lowcarbon-societies.eu

2. Elaboration of national low-carbon scenarios (France and Germany) for 2050 using macro-economic models
More and more scenarios....
From possible to likely

- Each scenario that is technically feasible is possible but not necessary likely to become reality
- Our main objective is not to aim at a normative future vision but to get a feeling for those pathways which are supported by main stakeholders in Germany and France.
Our aim...?

• Not simplifying existing diversity
• Impossibility to solve cleavages like – nuclear power + / -

• BUT:
  – Showing the economic impact of different pathways
  – Comparison between different scenarios
  – Highlighting of common « pivotal point » indicators
  – Giving the choice between different pathways each one having its own advantages and inconvinients